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QUESTION 1

Your client wants to change the grading basis of a class that has enrollment. How should you accomplish this so that
both students who are already enrolled and students who are newly enrolled see this change? 

A. Use an override on Quick Enroll both for existing students and newly enrolled students. 

B. Change the grading basis on the Course Catalog for the course; the change will be made for all students after the
change is saved. 

C. Change the grading basis on the Maintain Schedule of Classes page for the class section. 

D. Change the grading basis on the Adjust Class Associations page and use the Class Roll button to push changes to
already enrolled students. 

E. When grading the class at the middle or end of a term on the Grade Roster, select the grades within the desired
grading basis for each student. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 2

A client needs to be able to set up 3C triggers and events. In which menu is the 3C Engine setup found? 

A. CC_SERVICES_DATA 

B. DEFINE_STUDENT_ADMIMISTRATION 

C. DEFINE_CAMPUS_COMMUNITY 

D. DEFINE_STUDENT_ADMINISTRATION 

E. CONFIGMENU 

Correct Answer: E 

 

QUESTION 3

After the email usage type is configured, what can users expect to happen when a communication is assigned and
generated? 

A. PeopleSoft extracts only the associated email address. 

B. PeopleSoft extracts, produces, and emails communication data to the associated email address, as well as handles
bounces from "bad" email addresses. 

C. PeopleSoft automates all mass email processes across the enterprise. 

D. PeopleSoft extracts, produces, and emails communication data to the associated email address. 

E. PeopleSoft uses this field as an information-only field. 
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Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 4

Your client has chosen to use only the Course Credit - Manual transfer credit component rather than setting up transfer
credit rules. 

What impact will this have for students who want to enter new transfer credit information by using the Evaluate my
Transfer Credit functionality in Self Service? 

A. Students will be able to enter transfer credit by using Evaluate my Transfer Credit, but only during the add/drop
enrollment period. 

B. Students will be able to enter transfer credit by using Evaluate my Transfer Credit, but only for one defined external
organization. 

C. Students will be unable to enter transfer credit by using Evaluate my Transfer Credit in Self Service because transfer
credit rules are required. 

D. Students will be able to use Evaluate my Transfer Credit without restriction. 

E. Students will be able to enter transfer credit by using Evaluate my Transfer Credit, but only for specific courses that
the client defines. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 5

One of your client s students enrolls in a class in one session for a term, drops the class, and receives a W grade. The
student tries to re-enroll in the second session, but PeopleSoft prohibits the enrollment because the student appeared to
be taking the class twice in the same term. 

Which two actions should you take to troubleshoot this problem? 

A. Assign the student a positive service indicator, allowing the student to enroll in the class despite the prohibition. 

B. Change the course in the Course Catalog so that it is possible to repeat the course multiple times in a particular
term. 

C. Build the class section in such a way that it allows the student to repeat the class multiple times in a term. 

D. Assign the student a milestone for the course. 

E. Administratively enroll the student in the class by using overrides to bypass any error the enrollment engine returns 

Correct Answer: CD 

 

QUESTION 6

When creating a new permission list for Records and Enrollment, which menu is selected for viewing and updating
Student Enrollment? 
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A. DEFINE_STUDENT_RECORDS 

B. MANAGE_ACADEMIC_RECORDS 

C. TRACK_STUDENT_CAREERS 

D. ENROLLMENT_MANAGEMENT 

E. SA_LEARNING_MANAGEMENT 

Correct Answer: E 

 

QUESTION 7

Your client recently made changes to the Item Type Matrix, but the changes are not reflected either in Student Self
Service or when the program format is created. What step would you perform to troubleshoot this problem? 

A. Review and adjust the student\\'s security as needed. 

B. Review and adjust the security of the staff member making the changes to ensure that they are committed. 

C. Run the entity registry sync process and clear the cache. 

D. Review the enrollment cohort to ensure that the student\\'s admit term is included. 

E. Ensure that the item is in the correct position in the program format. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 8

Your client is trying to view prospect data for graduate students. They are able to find information for certain students,
but when they search for a known graduate prospect, they get "No Matching Values were Found" in their search
results. 

Which option reflects the Row Level Security that the client is missing? 

A. Application Center Security 

B. Program Action Security 

C. Admissions Action Security 

D. Recruiting Center Security 

E. Student Group Security 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 9
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Identify two functions of Academic Groups. 

A. They provide a way to group courses in the Course Catalog for reporting purposes 

B. They determine how the GPA is calculated. 

C. They are used to define standard meeting patterns. 

D. They set defaults for course units. 

E. They specify term setup and use. 

Correct Answer: CE 

 

QUESTION 10

When enrolling, students receive the following error in Self Service: "You are not eligible to enroll at this 

time. They also cannot access Class Search or the Enrollment Shopping Cart. 

Which three actions should you take to troubleshoot this problem? 

A. Ensure that the students are term activated in the appropriate term. 

B. Ensure that the students have met all the prerequisites for the classes they wish to enroll in. 

C. Ensure that the students do not currently have a negative service indicator that impacts enrollment. 

D. Ensure that the students are attempting to enroll at the correct time period, specified either by enrollment time
periods or appointments. 

E. Ensure that the students have proper security access to enrollment at the current time. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 11

Your client wants to restrict when different groups can access enrollment functions based on defined time periods. What
is the first step that should be performed to allow the client to group users accordingly? 

A. Create Enrollment Access IDs for each group. 

B. Create Enrollment Groups for each group. 

C. Set Enrollment Overrides for each group. 

D. Run a Mass Change process. 

E. Create an Enrollment Appointment and assign it to users. 

Correct Answer: D 
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QUESTION 12

Your client wants to avoid duplicate application entry by initiating a Search/Match warning each time an 

application is entered and saved based on institutional criteria. 

How should you achieve this? 

A. Set the appropriate level by using the App1 on File Warning criteria. 

B. Use a permission list to limit which applications can be saved by which users. 

C. Use row-level security under SetupSACR to limit the applications that can be saved. 

D. Use the Search/Match functionality to ensure that the warning appears automatically. 

E. Create a security role to limit the users that can save certain applications. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 13

When choosing an instructor for a class, your customer can see all the instructors in the database. The customer wants
to restrict the lookup in the Schedule of Classes so that only certain instructors can be assigned for specific courses. 

Which three actions should you take? 

A. Create a permission list for each Academic Organization and course and assign it to each instructor. 

B. On the Academic Organization table for an Organization, specify to edit the instructor against the Instructor/Advisor
table, and then specify to Assign Instructor by Course. 

C. On the Instructor Advisor table for each instructor, specify only the courses that the particular instructor can teach. 

D. On the Subject table, set the subject workload for the course component to Lecture. 

E. On the Course Catalog table for a course, set the Instructor Edit field to Instr/Advi. 

Correct Answer: ACD 

 

QUESTION 14

Which statement is true about the Prior Term Copy functionality? 

A. If a course is inactive at the Catalog level, but is included in Prior Term Copy, it will be automatically reactivated. 

B. Prior Term Copy will copy all class data from one term to another with the exception of the meeting pattern. 

C. Prior Term Copy will be used to transfer courses in Undergraduate Career into Graduate Career. 

D. Prior Term Copy can be used only after registration has ended for the "copy from" term. 

E. Prior Term Copy will automatically copy forward and recalculate Instructor Workload data. 
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Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 15

Using the Enrollment Appointment functionality, your client wants to set unit limits within a particular student
appointment that are different from the broader program/term session limits within Academic Structure. 

In which two ways can you accomplish this requirement? 

A. Build a Limit ID that can be used under the Select Limits for Appointment box on the Student Enrollment Appointment
page to override existing program/term session limits. 

B. Set a validation appointment on the Student Enrollment Appointment page. 

C. Select Override Maximum Units under Session Limits on the Student Enrollment Appointment page. 

D. For each student, manually override the maximum units by using the Set Maximum Units option under the Select
Limits for Appointment box on the Student Enrollment Appointment page. 

E. Create separate term/session limits for programs that may potentially require this override. 

Correct Answer: CD 
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